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By CLARK KINNAIRD

Thi> men are amiable but. view the
with askance. Between on^
i| stranger
another there is a. certain restraint
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Today is the Day
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hoarder is to be
' spot Ted here more often, perhaps, than i
Wdll street, his conventional pur- !
i in
i lieu. Foi these men. most of whom
i have teen at least flashes of pros- :
parity in the past, know she power of j
j money through grievous lack of it. and
thus sometimes come to worship it j
with a fixity no froekeoated
hanker j
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Hawaii is farther
away
the nearest land than any
other place on earth.
That hte largest number of Orientals in the United States are Chinese.
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CREDIT BANKS LOOK
FOR GOOD INCREASE

GRAHAM IS ASKING

SALARY RAISE!
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Florida, is anticipating
a much larger volume of business this year than
last year, according to J. E. Cagle,
president, who is in Washington
attending a meeting of the presidents
of the Federal
Intermediate
Credit
Banks, of which there are twelve in
the country.
Over 16,000 applications for loans.
totaling approximately $6,000,000, have
already been sent in by production
credit associations,
according to Mr.
Cagle, and the number is being increased
rapidly with each incoming
mail. While many of these applications are from old members,
a large
number of them, are from, farmers
who did not avail themeslves
of the
services of the production credit associations last year, according to Mr.
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Washington.
Feh. 21.—The Federal
Intermediate Credit Bank of Columbia. serving the states of North Carolina ahd South Carolina, Georgia and
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and Advisory Budget Commission to
reduce all appropriations and all salaries. The 1931 General Assembly enacted an appropriations bill that was
about. $7,000,000 a year larger than the
revenue provided by the revenue bill.
for former
This made it necessary
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Governor O. Max Gardner drastically
' to reduce appropriations
and salaries.
typical But even with the reduction made, a
New York. Feb.
21.—The
hotel is a mine of color for deficit of some $14,000,000 resulted at.
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They aren’t.
There
are
nearly
twice as many Japanese
in the U. S.,
340,000 of .them, as Chinese.
That coral is formed by insects.
That there is an Arab people or
race.
J. F. Gray. Philadelphia, Fa., doubts
this statement.
In the first place,
there isn’t any country named Arabia..
There are a kingdom of the Hejazt
the Imamate of Yemen, the Sultanate
of Oman, the Sultanate of Oman in
The peoples
the Arabian peninsula.
of these states
are Bedouins. Jews.
Sharifs, Seyyids, Kadhis and Salubis.
A1 are called Arabians, but they do not
constitute a homeogeneous people any
more than the Americans constitute
a race.
Write a. wrong: Address Clark Kinnaird care this newspaper.
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other group to go slowly for the time
being and to mark time until it become? more apparent, as to what the
finance committees
will do with regard !n the revenue bill. At the presnr.t trine the finance committees
are
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SMOOTH SHAVING BLADE
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admittedly going in toe opposite disection from the appropriations committem, with indications that, the revenue ill as reported may provide
les~ revenue instead of more revenue
than was at first estimated.
Cnnsenusntlv th~ appropriations bills and
revenue hills aie getting farther and
farther apart instead of closer togather.
Salei* Tax Secondary.
the
It is now generally conceded
McDonald’ main objective
of the
.Lumpkin group, in proposing their
new taxation plans, Ws*» to provide
more revenue so that appropriations,
especially those for the schools, could
he boosted several millions of dollars
and that, the displacement of the sales
tax was and still is a secondary con.“’deration. But it is also becoming
more and more evident that the finance committees
are going to rejec.t most of the McDonald-Lumpkin
tax plans with the result that when
the revenue bill is brought in, it may
i not raise as much revenue as was
; originally estimated,
even with the
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“E. Eugene Leonhart
San Jose, Calif '
Unsolicited letters like
this prove the amazing
quality ofProbak Jr. Try !
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A better friend

than others, because lam made only
fragrant, expensive center
°f
leaves. I don’t permit a single sharp
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was also excellent which was not.
He
the case with all other speakers. tha
j said he had no desire to boast that
| he does not drink whisky, but.
most mortal fools do like to drink, e
| recited how he has attended many
( monventions of bar associations an
; medical
societies and that
“there was plenty of liquor.” I
know why,” he declared, “unless
! because the blooming idiots (i ar FL
j uninteresting to tEemselves.wel
said that “we might as
Uaafctay and that Jgwewiab
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leaf nor a single coarse bottom
to mar my

good

taste

or my

uniform mildness. lam a soothing companion, the best of friends.
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sinooth-shavmg blade,
Get ProbakJt. from youi
rcnearest dealer's—a

JUNIOR.
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Morrison Flings

markable value at 25
blades for only 59c or a
special trial package of
d for 10c.
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retained.
House should decide to resales tax—and an effort will,
to remove it in the House,
regardless
of what the finance committeess recommend—the revenue bln
will yield about $8,500,000 less than
present estimates indicate.
Bo with the appropriations bill skyrocketing towards the stars and the
revenue bill heading towards less revenue instead of more, the legislative
outlook is admittedly knotty.
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